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10 June 2016 

LEG/KBP 

  

To Danish Energy Regulatory Authority 

 

Energinet.dk comments to public consultation on the 

MCO Plan 

 

 

Energinet.dk appreciates the opportunity to comment on the NEMO proposal for 

the MCO Plan, which is an important part of the future common European Mar-

ket coupling on day-ahead and intraday. 

 

General comments  

- The submitted MCO plan solely relates to interactions between NEMOs. This is 

a very narrow interpretation of CACM article 7 (3). Not including anything on 

the interactions with TSOs and the interface between the MCO functions and 

tasks under the responsibility of TSOs creates uncertainties.  

o It is difficult to judge from the current proposal how regional and nation-

al market coupling functions are treated. If there are any limitations 

from an all NEMO perspective that e.g. PCR functionalities can be used 

on a regional or national level, this should be clearly identified in the 

MCO plan. Otherwise TSOs will assume that they can freely contract any 

services needed on regional or local level, e.g. for calculation of Nordic 

system price or second auction functionalities. 

o Today NEMOs and TSOs are cooperating within MRC (day-ahead multi 

regional price coupling) and within the XBID project (cross-border intra-

day). The MCO plan does not describe impact on the cooperation within 

MRC or XBID.  

 

Financial issues (day-ahead and intraday) 

- The MCO plan claims full cost recovery for all costs incurred in the fulfillment 

of the MCO functions. This is not in line with CACM article 80 (3) that attrib-

ute 2/8 of the costs to the NEMOs. Although TSOs may make a contribution 

to the costs according to CACM article 76 (2), this cannot be approved 

through the MCO proposal thereby letting the MCO plan act as the means of 

providing cost comfort to the NEMOs. As stated in CACM article 76 (2) this 

must be done on a national level based on a TSO proposal and subject to ap-
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proval by the respective regulators. These sections should therefore be re-

moved from the current MCO plan. 

- In general it is important that a common European view is taken on cost 

sharing based on cooperation between NEMOs, TSOs and NRAs to ensure a 

level playing field across Europe. 

- In the MCO plan NEMOs assign the task of determining the applicable man-

day fee to the NEMOs themselves. Also the task of validating costs as rea-

sonable, efficient and proportionate is assigned to the NEMOs themselves as 

well as approval of the budget. Cost information and budget are provided to 

the regulators/ACER for information only. As costs will be recovered through 

TSO fees, this is unacceptable to Energinet.dk. We suggest that the man-day 

rate should be determined by the NRAs/ACER. Further to that a budget ap-

proval process including the TSOs must be set up. TSOs cannot be expected 

to recover costs without being presented with a budget, given a chance to 

discuss the budget before approving the budget. Such a process must also 

include the possibility for TSOs to monitor the costs.  

 

Day ahead and intraday cooperation 

- The fact that the performance of the MCO functions is crucial for the efficient 

use of infrastructure and security of supply together with the fact that the 

TSOs are at the end recovering (a substantial part of) the common costs, En-

erginet.dk is of the opinion that TSOs should be granted influence in the op-

eration and development of the MCO functions. This is today secured within 

MRC (Day-ahead Multi Regional Coupling) and XBID (cross-border intraday 

project).  

o It is essential that TSOs are directly participating in the incident commit-

tees established for day-ahead and intraday if an incident also af-

fects/involves the TSOs.  

o Changes to e.g. the algorithms/ procedures/ systems must be analyzed 

to establish if implementing the proposed change has an impact on 

common NEMO/TSO level, i.e. impact not only on other NEMOs but also 

on other TSOs’ systems or procedures, need for testing on common 

NEMO/TSO level, etc. If the change has an impact the TSOs must be 

granted voting rights in the change request process. This is relevant 

since changes to the MCO functionality can impact performance or oth-

erwise negatively affect the efficient use of infrastructure or security of 

supply. 

o Common NEMO/TSO committees must be established (as today for day 

ahead: MRC Joint Steering Committee and MRC Operational Committee 

and for intraday: XBID Steering Committee). Otherwise TSOs should as 

a minimum be granted observer status to all NEMO committees.  

 

Intraday 

- With regard to the intraday cooperation the MCO plan does not describe the 

Accession Stream that has been implemented in parallel with the current 

XBID Common Project. This parallel stream should be described including its 

connections to the APCA. 
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Day-ahead 

- The MCO Plan assumes no significant technical or operational changes re-

quired to the PCR solution based on e.g. new products, algorithm require-

ments or arrangements to support more NEMOs. Where NEMOs alone are re-

sponsible for proposals (e.g. products that can be taken into account) this 

can be assumed, however, where TSOs or NEMOs/TSOs are responsible for 

proposals (e.g. algorithm requirements, arrangements for more NEMOs) this 

cannot be approved through the MCO plan. If through these separate pro-

cesses, needed changes are identified, the PCR solution must be updated ac-

cordingly. 

- The MCO plan only mentions the MRC (day-ahead multi regional price cou-

pling) cooperation as part of the “whereas” chapter and defines it out of 

scope. It would, however, be relevant to include some description of this co-

operation and any impact from the MCO plan on MRC.  


